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Jorges Luis Borges, Hasted Burchardt for Souvenir Press, 1973



 

 

 

Jorge  Luis  Borges  was  an  Argentine  short-story  writer,
essayist, poet, and translator, and a key figure in Spanish-
language  literature.  He  was  born  120  years  ago  in  Buenos
Aires. Most Argentinians today would cite him as one of their
most illustrious native sons, yet just a short time ago his
name and work were an anathema to the ruling elite of the
country and moreover, very few Americans or Brits recognize
his achievements and reputation today.

 

Contrast this with the almost universal recognition outside of
Argentina of four virtual heroes of the masses with enormous
world-wide appeal. Pass any souvenir shop in Buenos Aires and
odds are there will be dozens of T-shirts, banners, recordings
and other celebrity items on display in the window with images
of these four persons. Is there anyone who doesn’t recognize
“Evita”  (Eva  Peron),  revolutionary  idol  of  the  Cuban
Revolution, Che Guevara, football super star Diego Maradona,
who earned the nickname “Hand of God” by cheating in a game by
touching the ball to score a goal, and tango troubadour and
star of a dozen hit films, Carlos Gardel?

 

The Peronist regime and its successors (another husband and
wife couple, Nestor and Cristine Kirchner, were presidents of
the  country  from  2003  to  2015)  and  used  the  enormous
popularity these four cultural icons to identify with the
masses  by  sharing  what  they  portrayed  as  the  most
characteristic traits of a dynamic and mercurial, Argentine
“personality,” outward going, patriotic, heroic, manly, and
immortalized in the folktales about the gauchos and their



rural ethos.

 

Jorge Luis Borges had to battle all his life to demonstrate
his own version of a proud, culturally mature, tolerant, and
cosmopolitan nation. In so doing, the Peronist regime utilized
him as well as a counterweight in its portrayal of all those
traits and political views it detested.
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He was linked with sympathy for the Allied cause in World War
II  and  regarded  as  both  pro-British  and  pro-American
government at a time when the Argentine government followed a
pro-German course and called for nationalization of foreign
owned “anglo-saxon” or “yankee” enterprises.

 

Borges’  place  is  now  firmly  established  and  he  is  today
regarded as among the country’s greatest writers in spite of
the controversy that swirled about him. His works contributed
to philosophical literature and the fantasy genre and he is
considered by critics as the initiator of what is known as the
“magic  realist  movement”  in  20th  century  Latin  American
literature. He was nominated several times for the Nobel Prize
in Literature and his failure to win it became a source of
political controversy for decades

 

Half a century ago, when Borges’ ground-breaking collection
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Ficciones was first published in English translation, he was
virtually unknown outside literary circles in Buenos Aires and
Paris, where his work was translated in the 1950s. In 1961, he
was  catapulted  onto  the  world  stage  when  international
publishers  awarded  him  the  first  Formentor  Prize  for
outstanding literary achievement. The award spurred English
translations of Ficciones and Labyrinths and brought Borges
widespread notoriety.

 

Blindness

 

He became completely blind by the age of 55 due to a head
injury  and  severe  hereditary  disease,  while  he  still  had
another twenty-five years of active writing ahead of him.
Scholars have suggested that his progressive blindness helped
him to create innovative literary symbols through imagination.
Perhaps, this is the reason he did not learn Braille.

 

Neither the coincidence nor the irony of his blindness as a
writer escaped Borges, who wrote

 

No one should read self-pity or reproach

Into this statement of the majesty

Of God; who, with such splendid irony,

Granted me books and night at one touch.

 

Born  in  Buenos  Aires,  he  later  moved  with  his  family  to
Switzerland  in  1914,  where  he  studied  at  the  Collège  de
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Genève.  The  family  travelled  widely  in  Europe,  and  then
returned to Argentina in 1921 following the end of World War I
when Borges began publishing his poems and essays in literary
journals.

 

The father, Jorge Guillermo Borges Haslam, was a lawyer, and
aspired to be a writer. His mother, was an English woman,
Frances  Ann  Haslam.  The  young  Borges  therefore  grew  up
speaking English at home and during visits throughout Europe
on family trips.

 

The young Jorge Luis said his father “tried to become a writer
and failed in the attempt” and recalled in an interview that

 

As most of my people had been soldiers and I knew I would
never be, I felt ashamed, quite early, to be a bookish kind
of person and not a man of action.

 

Later, as an adolescent, he tuned that shame into pride.

 

He was taught at home until the age of 11, was bilingual in
Spanish and English, reading Shakespeare in the original at
the age of twelve. The family lived in a large house with an
English library of over one thousand volumes and under his
grandmother’s tutelage, he learned to read English before he
could read Spanish. The young Borges noted,

 

It  was  tacitly  understood  that  I  had  to  fulfill  the
literary destiny that circumstances had denied my father.



This was something that was taken for granted . . . I was
expected to be a writer.

 

Jorge Luis and his sister Norah attended secondary school in
Switzerland.  He  received  his  bachelor’s  degree  from  the
Collège de Genève in 1918. After returning to Argentina, he
worked hard at his writing style—by the time he published his
first story he was in his late thirties.

 

Only a very skilled translator can convey some of the surprise
and shock that readers in Buenos Aires felt when they first
read  Borges’  fiction.  More  than  one  publisher  rejected  a
manuscript  of  his  by  claiming  that  the  work  was  utterly
untranslatable.

 

His Successes; Ficciones (Fictions) and Aleph

 

Borges  became  widely  known  following  the  publication  of
Ficciones  and  The  Aleph.  They  are  compilations  of  short
stories interconnected by common themes, especially dreams,
mirrors, labyrinths, philosophy, libraries, mirrors, tigers,
roses,  map,  mathematics,  rivers,  fictional  writers,  and
mythology. Aleph is the first letter of the Hebrew alphabet
and has an esoteric meaning in the Kabbalah, as it relates to
the origin of the universe, the “primordial one that contains
all numbers”.

 

In Borges’ story, the Aleph is a point in space that contains
all other points. It contains everything in the universe from
every angle simultaneously. Borges frequently speculated on
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this theme of infinity and multiple personalities within the
individual.

 

He also worked as a librarian and public lecturer. In 1955, he
was  appointed  Professor  of  English  Literature  at  the
University of Buenos Aires, and appointed as the Director of
the  National  Library  and  delighted  in  the  title  of  “The
Ultimate Librarian,” although it was used by his critics to
portray him as an intellectual unfamiliar with the active life
style and adventuresome nature of the gauchos and military
figures who represented national masculine traits.

 

By the 1960s, his work was translated and published widely in
the  United  States  and  Europe.  All  of  the  images  he  used
reflected upon how the individual views himself amidst the
human  condition  and  the  riddles  of  the  universe  and  of
existence.

 

A quick word of warning about his writing: Borges uses a great
many semi-colons to subtly suppress most of the three small
words  we  all  use  so  frequently  in  English  (and  their
equivalents in Spanish ) . . . and, but, and then, showing the
connection between two clauses; of course, we cannot see the
semi-colons when listening, which is why one has to be careful
when reading a Borges passage out loud).

 

Borges  was  helped  in  his  career  by  Victoria  Ocampo,  an
Argentine celebrity, writer,  and intellectual, described by
him as “The quintessential Argentine woman”. Best known as an
advocate for others and as publisher of the legendary literary
magazine Sur, she was also a writer and critic in her own



right.  Her  sister,  Silvina  Ocampo,  also  a  writer,  and
celebrity,  was  married  to  Adolfo  Bioy  Casares,  a  close
collaborator of Borges.

 

In 1932, Borges met Adolfo at Victoria’s home. There, she
often  hosted  different  international  figures  and  organized
cultural celebrations, one of which ended up bringing Borges
and Bioy Casares together.

 

They  became  instant  friends  and  occasional  collaborators.
After meeting at the event, they stepped away from the other
guests, only to be reprimanded by their hostess. This reproach
provoked them to leave the gathering, and a return journey to
the  city  that  sealed  a  lifelong  friendship  and  many
influential  literary  collaborations.

 

Using pseudonyms, the two teamed up on a variety of projects
from short stories to screenplays, and even fantasy fiction;
between 1945 and 1955, they directed “The Seventh Circle,” a
collection  of  translations  of  popular  English  detective
fiction, a genre that Borges greatly admired.

 

When Jorge Luis Borges wrote the first of three detective
stories in 1941, The Garden of Forking Paths, he did so as
part  of  a  wider  initiative  to  mark  the  centenary  of  the
publication of Poe’s The Murders in the Rue Morgue. This year
also  saw  the  inaugural  edition  of  Ellery  Queen’s  Mystery
Magazine promoting excellence in the short story. Borges loved
crime and mystery stories because he knew how to provoke the
reader’s interest in who the guilty party was and maintain the
tension until the very end.



 

Following the success of his mystery story, Borges formulated
6 rules for writers of crime fiction. For those readers who
always wanted to write a detective story—a “whodunnit”—and are
familiar with the clever detective board game CLUE, Borges
recommended that suspects be limited to no more than six. He
discouraged speculation about their psychological make up and
clues  about  their  motives,  insisting  only  on  the  modus
operandi.

 

Gaucho Life on the Pampa

 

Borges wrote a fictional account of life among the gauchos on
the pampa on only a few occasions, most notably in the short
stories “South” (El Sur) and “The Dead Man”. He realized their
essential role in the creation of the country and wished to
show his respect for their strong character and manly virtues
but it was clearly the view of someone far removed from their
reality.

 

He even made fun of the sophisticated city slicker who wants
to  imitate  the  life  of  the  gauchos  as  doomed  to  failure
because  they  lack  cunning  (perhaps  he  was  writing  about
himself).

 

Part of Jorge Luis Borges’s extraordinary writing was in the
various forms of non-fiction prose, prologues, lectures, and
notes on politics and culture. His writing has often been
called too intellectual, and indeed it is dense with allusion.
Borges liked parallelism, subtle repetitions-with-variations;
his indulgence in “shocking” the reader was the “displacement



of adjectives” as in …the readers at their “studious lamps.”

 

Here is a typical comment of one of many critics (“Minatures
of a Giant” by Mildred Adams, New York Times, May 1967):

 

The myth of Jorge Luís Borges has, for at least twenty
years, caught at the minds of people interested in Latin
American literature. This man, say his admirers, is not
only the great South American writer but great in terms of
any geography. However his writing is . . . arcane, over-
subtle, an arrogant intellectual who does not bother to
make himself understood . . . An abstruse dweller in an
ivory tower . . . Argentine by birth and temperament, but
nurtured on universal literature, Borges has no spiritual
homeland.

 

Political Engagement

 

Borges  was  a  strong  opponent  of  the  Peronist  regime  (see
Hillary and Evita and their Respective Banana Republics and I
Cry for You, Argentina!). He openly expressed his deepest
sentiments but not in his writing. He regarded himself as a
dedicated Anti-Fascist and Anti-Communist, and detested the
regime  of  General  Juan  Peron  and  its  ultra-macho  culture
shared by many working-class Argentinians who were intolerant
of gays, feminist women, and Jews. Due to these views, he was
attacked as a rich cosmopolitan intellectual and snob, and an
enemy of the working class and “ordinary people.”

 

In 1946, Argentine President Juan Perón began transforming
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Argentina into a one-party state with the assistance of his
wife, “Evita.” Almost immediately, the spoils system was the
rule of the day, as ideological critics of the ruling Partido
Justicialista  (Social  Justice  Party)  were  fired  from
government  jobs.

 

During this period, Borges was informed that he was being
“promoted” from his position at the Miguel Cané Library to the
post of Inspector of poultry and rabbits at the Buenos Aires
municipal market. Upon demanding to know the reason, Borges
was told, “Well, you were on the side of the Allies, what do
you expect?” Borges resigned the following day.
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